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I . INTRODUCTION

The numerical treatment of the initial value problem for the nonlinear
Schroedinger equation
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q positive constant) has received much attention recently: Delfour et aZ. 1981, Griffiths et aZ. 1982, Herbst & Mitchell 1983,
Herbst et aZ. 1984, Sanz-Serna & Manoranjan 1983, Sanz-Serna 1984b, Verwer
(u complex, i

& Sanz-Serna 1984. This paper is devoted to a study of schemes for the integration in time of space~discretizations of (1.1). To this end (I.I) is
first discretized in space by standard central differences and then five
methods for the time-integratio n of the resulting system of ODEs are considered. The methods studied are the implicit midpoint rule, the pseudolinear midpoint rule (Verwer & Dekker 1983), the partly explicit scheme of
Griffiths et aZ. 1982 and two splitting (fractional step) procedures. The
emphasis lies in the investigation of the potential advantages to be gained
by the use of schemes, which conserve energy exactly (Morton 1977). In this
connection our experiments and those by Herbst et al 1984 and Sanz-Serna &
Chri~tie 1984 will enable us to make a definite assessment of the merits of
exact conservation.
An overview of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a survey of the analytic properties of (1.1)-(1.2) which are essential in the
understanding of the article (References concerning the nonlinear
Schroedinger equation can be seen in any of the papers quoted above.)
The numerical methods are described in Section 3. The methods are then
tested in Section 4 by means of three increasingly difficult problems.
The splitting methods turn out to perform badly and the reasons for this
failure are analyzed. The scheme suggested by Griffiths et aZ is found to
lead to nonlinear blow-up and the mechanism of this undesirable phenomenon
is investigated. The last section is devoted to conclusions. We have added
an appeddix on the energy growth in Runge-Kutta schemes.
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2. THE NONLINEAR SCHROEDINGER EQUATION
2.I. Some analytic properties
a) Dispersion and nonlinearity. The linear Schroedinger equation
iu

t

+ u

xx

=

0

(2. I)

provides a model for the propagation of dispersive waves. In fact, (2.I)
possesses Fourier solutions
u(x,t)

=

exp[i(kx-W(k)t)J,

2
W(k) = k ,

corresponding to the translation of the initial profile exp(ikx) with a
speed W(k)/k which obviously depends on the wave number k. Let us assume
that the initial condition represents a disturbance confined to a small
interval of the x-axis. Such an initial condition is a superposition of
modes exp(ikx) and (each mode travelling at a different speed), the disturbance evolves spreading over the whole x-axis. It can be shown that, for
the pure initial-value problem, the solutions of (2.1) have an amplitude
which decays like t-l/ 2 for t,x + 00 , x/t fixed (Whitham I974, p.37I).
The cubic term in (I.I) opposes dispersion, and thus it is possible
for the nonUnear Schroedinger equation to possess solutions where the
competing forces of dispersion and nonlinearity balance each other exactly.
These 'balanced' solutions include the soliton, the interaction of solitons and the bound state of solitons, which will be all discussed later.
b) x-independent solutions. These satisfy the ODE
iu

t

2
+ qlul u

= 0,

(2.2)
2

with general solution b exp(iqlbl t), b a complex constant. It is clear
that in order that a numerical method for (I.I) be useful, it is necessary
that it integrates accurately these simple x-independent solutions.
It is also interesting to
around

an x-independent

point out that the linearization of (I.I)

solution with b # 0 exhibits growing Fourier modes
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(instability with respect to long-wave perturbations) (Yuen & Ferguson 1978,
Herbst & Mitchell 1983).
c) ConseY'Vation laws. The pure initial-value problem for (I.I) possesses an
infinite set of conservation laws (Zakharov & Shabat I972). The conservation
2
in time of the 'energy' or squared L -norm
00

E(u)

=

f

lu(x, t)

I2dx,

(2.3)

is of particular significance in the present work. Conservation of energy
2
implies L -boundedness of the solutions and also plays an important role in
the dynamics of the equation (1.2): the growth of the Fourier modes predicted'
above by the linear theory cannot take place indefinitely if (2.3) is to be
conserved. What happens is that the initially unstable Fourier modes draw
energy from the stable modes, but due to (2.3) this process must come to
an end and in fact it is possible for the energy to return to its initial
distribution among the modes (the so-called Fermi-Pasta-Ulam recurrence,
see Yuen & Ferguson I978).
2.2. Test solutions
a) Single soliton. The single soliton solution is given by
u(x,t) =

~~

exp(i{i

ex-(~· c 2-a)t})sech(la(x-ct))

(2.4)

and, for fixed t, decays exponentially as lxl ~ 00 • The soliton represents
a disturbance which travels with speed c and whose amplitude is governed
by the real parameters a. Obviously, the initial condition corresponding
to (2.4) is
~
q

.

g(x) =I~~ exp(!ic~)sech~lax).

(2.5)

b) Collision of two solitons. Assume that the initial condition is the
superposition of two solitons, a slower one ahead of a faster one in such
a way that they are well separated. As time progresses the faster wave
catches the slower wave and passes through it in such a manner that the
?
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shape and velocity of both waves remain unchanged after the collision, while
their phases are shifted.
c) Bound states of more than one soliton. The initial condition
g(x) = sech(x),

(2.6)

which according to (2.5) gives rise to a stationary (c=O) soliton with a =
provided that q = 2, may originate more complex phenomena for other values
of q. For q = 2N 2 , N = 2,3, ••• , Miles 1981 has shown that (2.6) will evolve
into a bound state of N solitons.
3. NUMERICAL METHODS
3.1. Space-disc retization
In the time interval 0 $ t $ T under considerati on the solutions of
(1 .1)-(1.2) we are interested in are negligibly small outside an interval
:l). $ x $~·Therefore in our numerical study we replace (1.1)-(1.2) by
2

iut + uxx + qlul u = 0,

~ $ x $ ~'

0 $ t $ T

u(x,O) = g(x),
u

x

=

0

at

(3. l)

(3 .2)

0 < t

x = ~'~'

$

T.

The same replacement has been used by Griffiths, Mitchell & Morris 1982 and
Herbst, Morris & Mitchell 1984.
For numerical work we decompose the complex function u into its real
and imaginary parts v and w, respectivel y. For the real functions.v ,w we
have the problem
2 2
vt + wxx + q(v +w )w =

o,

2 2
wt -vxx - q(v +w )v = 0,

:l). $ x $ ~'

0 $ t $ T,

(3 .3)
~

$ x $

~'

0 $ t $ T,
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(3.4)
vx = wx = 0

x =

at

~'~

0 < t

for

$

(3.5)

T,

where gR,gl are respectively the real and imaginary parts of g.
Since our interest is in the time-integratio n, we confine ourselves to
a simple finite-differen ce scheme for the discretization in space. We introduce an equidistant grid xj = ~ +jh, j = l(l)N, h = (~-~)/(N-1) and
approximate v(x.,t), w(x.,t) by the solutions V.(t), W.(t) of the semi-d
J
J
J
J
discrete system

.
v.
J

+ h

.

w. - h
J

-2

2 2
(W.+ -2W.+W. 1)+q(V.+W.)W.
J J J
J 1 J J-

-2

2 2
(V.+ 1-2V.+V. 1)-q(V.+W.)V. = 0, j
J J J
J JJ

v0

=

0, j = 1 (l)N,
=

(3.6)

I(l)N,

v2 ,

WO = w2, VN+l=VN-l'WN+l = WN-1' and a dot
denotes differentiation with respect to time.
Upon introducing the vectors U. = [V.,W.]T, j = I(l)N,
J J
J
T T
T
U = Cu , •.. ,UN] , the system of ordinary differential equations (3.6) can
1
be written as

where, in view of (3.5),

?

U

=

=

(3. 7)

P(U)U = (S+B(U))U,

where S is the block tridiagonal

s = -h -2
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and B(U) is block diagonal

B. (U .)

J

J

=

v~

0

J

-v~-w~
J

J

j

+owJl

=

I(I)N.

...1

From the definitions of S,B(U) we conclude that for any U,U
<SU,U>

= 0,

E

if-N

(3.8)

<B(U)U,U> = 0,

where<•,•> denotes the following inner product

The skew-symmetry relations (3.8) imply in turn that for solutions U(t) of

(3.7) the quantity llull

2

= <U,U>

is conserved in the evolution in t;i.me. This

is, of course, the discrete analogue of the conservation of the energy (2.3).

3.2. Integration in time
We now consider several methods for the integration in time of the
, semi-discrete system (3.7). All the methods studied are second order accurate
.
n+l
n
+ T, with T the
, t + t
(in time) and of the one-step type U + U
n+ 1
n
: stepsize in time and Un the fully discrete approximation at t = t • The
n

methods considered are the implicit midpoint rule and four modifications
of it.
Method O. This is the implicit midpoint rule

(3.9)
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It is well known (Sanz-Serna 1982, Verwer & Dekker 1983) that solutions of
(3.9) possess the conservation property llunll = llun+lll, which mimics the
analogous conservation properties of the original PDE and the semi-discrete
system of ODEs. This property ensures the boundedness, as n + 00 , of the
approximations Un, thus ruling out the occurrence of nonlinear blow-up
(Sanz~Serna

1982, Sanz-Serna & Manoranjan 1983, Verwer & Dekker 1983, cf.
Morton 1977). Methods for which. llunll = llun+lu are called aonservative.
An efficient implementation of the implicit method (3.9) is discussed
after method 1. The convergence of method (3.9) is investigated in Verwer

& Sanz-Serna 1984. Further properties will be mentioned when required.
Method 1. The previous method demands that at each time level a system of
2N nonlinear algebraic equations be solved. In order to save computational
effort one may consider treating the nonlinear part B(U)U of (3.7) in an
explicit way. Note that this is reasonable from the stability point of view,
since B(U)U does not contain the space mesh-size h and therefore does not
contribute to the stiffness of (3.7). Griffiths et al. 1982 suggest the
method
(3. lOa)
T
n
T
un+U * )(Un+U* ).
(I- ~ S)Un+l =(I+ '2
S)U
+
'2
B(
2
2

(3.lOb)

· ob taine
. d b y so 1ving
.
•
•
Now Un+ l is
a system o f -r~~near
equations,
wh ose
matrix does not change with n and 'therefore can be factorised once and for
all. Thus at each time level only a forward and a backward solve are required. For efficiency it is advantageous to implement (3.lOb) in the form

(3. lOc)

The method 1 defined by (3.10) is not conservative (cf. section 4).
Implementation of Method O. We now leave method 1 and mention that iteration
to convergence of the predictor-corrector (3 .10) (Griffiths· .f!Jt al. 1982)
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provides an efficient technique for the implementation of method 0.
(This was the implementation used in our numerical experiments.) Namely,
when Un has been obtained, we compute u* according to (3.lOa) and then
employ the corrector stages (U[O] = U* ), r = 0,1,2, ••• ,
(I- ' S)U[r+l] =(I+..!.. S)Un + ..!.. B(
2
.2
2

Un+U
_[r])(Un+U
)
2
[r] '

until two consecutive iterants U[r]'U[r+l] are found which differ in 11 ·II
4
less than a prescribed tolerance (This was chosen to be I0- in our experi· tak eu to b e Un+l • In t h'is imp
· 1 ementation
·
ments. ) Th en U[r+l] is
meth od 0
only requires the factorization of the matrix (I- ~ S) at the beginning of
the computation and then an unspecified number of back and forward solves
per time step. Note that the corrector stages above can be regarded as
a modified Newton iteration for (3.9) where the true Jacobian has been replaced by I - ~ S, thus disregarding the contribution of the nonlinear terms.
This contribution is expected to be small since B(U)U does not include
negative powers of h. The corrector stages are best implemented in the efficient form (3.lOc).
Method 2. This is an attempt to achieve the property of conservation enjoyed
by method 0 under the requirement that only a linear system be solved per
step. Following Verwer & Dekker 1983 we consider the pseudo-linear midpoint
rule
(3.lla)
(3.llb)
The conservation property is easily shown to hold in view of (3.8). Note
that while only one linear system appears per step, the corresponding
matrix now changes with n. Again (3.llb) can be rewritten in the more efficient form
(3.llc)

9

Method 3. We examine this method in order to show that the advantages of
methods 0-1 (no LU-decomposition except in the first step), 0-2 (conservation), and 1-2 (only one 2N-dimensional linear system per step) can be
brought together. Consider, with U* given by (3.lla)
T
* n
y[ 1] = Un+ 4 TB (U >. (U +Y[ 1])'
T
y[2] = y[ 1] + 2 S(Y[l]+Y[2]),

(3. 12)

T
*
n+)
un+l =
Y[ 2] + 4 B(U )(Y[ 2]+U
).
n
The complete step U
n

The first, U

+

+

n+l
U
consists of three so-called fractional steps.

Y[l]' is just a step with the pseudo-linear midpoint rule

U= B(U)U

using a step-s~ze T/2. The fractional step Y[I]

Y[ ]
2
is a midpoint rule step applied to U = SU with stepsize T. Finally the third
n+I
fractional step Y[ 2] + U
is similar to the first. In the literature

applied to

+

methods of the present type are called fractional step (Yanenko 1971) or
splitting methods (e.g. Verwer 1984). Due to the relations (3.8) the complete step is conservative. More precisely

The method is accurate of the second order due to the symmetry of the
splitting employed (Strang 1968). ,As before each fractional step can be
written in a more efficient form. Note that the first and third fractional
steps are very cheap in view of the bZock-diagona.Z

structu~e

of the matrix

involved. The only system with 2N unknowns to be solved is that of the
second fractional step and the corresponding matrix is independent of n.
The computational cost of method 3 is nearly equal to that of method I.
Splitting schemes appear to be particularly attractive in the study
of the generalization of (I.I) to several space variables (replacing u
by the Laplacian

xx

~u).

Method 4. In method 3 we use twice the nonlinear part B(U)U and only once
the

line~r

part SU. An obvious alternative reads as follows

10

Y[I]

n

=U

+

T

4

n

S(U +Y[I]),
(3. 13)

n+I
U

= Y[ 2]

+

T

4

n+I
S(Y[ 2 ]+U
),

where U* is defined as previously. This scheme is slightly more expensive
than method 3. Of course the conservation property remains unchanged.
4. NUMERICAL TESTS
The methods described in the previous section were tested in a set of
increasingly difficult problems as follows.
4.1. Single soliton
Here the initial profile given by (2.5) was tested for several values
of a, q and c. For each choice of these parameters the semidiscrete system
(3.6) was numerically integrated with high accuracy by means of a RungeKutta-Fehlberg ODE package for decreasing values of h until a value was
found for which the semidiscrete solution was a good approximation to the
PDE solution. The quality of the approximation was investigated both by
producing tables of errors and by drawing plots of the semidiscrete solutions, the latter being more apt to show undesirable features such as
spurious oscillations, phase errors,etc ••• Once a suitable value of h was
found, the five methods were tried with a variety of values of the time
step

T

and again tables and plots were produced. In order not to render this

paper unduly long, we avoid presenting in details this part of our experiments. The general conclusions were that methods 0 and 2-4 performed well. In
fact when accuracy and efficiency were taken into account there was little
difference between them. Method 0 was the most accurate and expensive,
followed by methods 2, 4 and 3. Method 3 was 2.5 times faster than method 2,
and 1.5 times faster than method 4. The computational cost of method 0 was
highly problem dependent due to the unspecified number of linear systems
to be solved per step. For small values of

T

the predictor provides a good

initial guess for the solution of the nonlinear system (3.9) and method 0
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was only marginally more expensive than method 2. For larger

T

method 0

becomes more expensive (cf. section 4.2 below). In methods O, 2-4 the error
growth was approximately linear in t.
The performance of method 1 was unsatisfactory: very often the computation led to machine overflow. For instance, when a= 1.00, c = 1.00,
q = LOO, h
at t

Q!

= 0.50,

~

5. Reduction of

= -30,
T

~ =

70 and

T

= .250 the computation blew up

to .125 deferred the explosion until t

!:::!

28, but

did not avoid it. We emphasize that this form of instability (sometimes
called non-linear blow-up, Sanz-Serna 1984a) only becomes apparent after
many steps of the computatipn have been successfully performed, see Figure
l corresponding to T = 0.125 and the set of parameters quoted above.
2 2
(Figures display the modulus Jui= /(v +w ) as a function of x and.t. The
real and imaginary parts are oscillatory, see (2.4).)

FIGURE 1

In order to gain insight into the mechanism of nonlinear blow-up, we
note that when method l is used to integrate the x-independent solutions
(Section 2.1.b) it reduces to the RK-procedure defined by the array
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II~ O
~

1

(4. 1)

applied to the complex ODE (2.2). (Lambert 197~,p.118 refers to (4.1) as
the improved polygon method). The equation (2.2) can be put in.real form
(4. 2)

~2 is the vector [Re u,Im u]T and the matrix A is as in Section 3.1.
The system (4.2) conserves the energy r;Tr; = llr;ll~. Upon introducing the ener-

where r;

E

0

gy en

= II r;nll 22

of the approximations generated by the method (4.1), the following recursion can be found

(The derivation of (4.3) can be seen in Griffiths et aZ. 1982, but there is
an error in their final formula.) We conclude that the increase in energy
·4
per step is really small, O(T ). However note that (4.3) can be seen as a
one-step method with step-length T4 , for the integration of the ODE
4

e=.9_.e
2

with initial value
1

5
(4.4)

Yo
4

=

2

e • The solution of this problem is given by
0
1

- - = . 9 _ . t --i;-

4e4

2

4e

0

and therefore becomes infinite when t = (2q 4e 4 ) -1 • Hence we conclude that
0
in the integration of x-independent solutions, method 1 blows up after ap-

.
1y n * = (2 q4e 4)-1/ T4 steps. This
. prediction
. .
proximate
was found to agree
0
very well with numerical experiments concerning x-independent solutions.
Note that n* decreases as the initial energy increases.

Essentially, the mechanism leading to the blow-up is as follows. The
4 4 5
6
small term (!q T e +O(T )) added to e renders en+l > en and this results
n
4 4 5
6n
in a larger increment (!q T en+l+o(T )) at the next time step. Since the
feed-b~ck is proportional to a high-power of e

n

rather than to e

n

itself,
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the growth is more violent than exponential. We remark that if (4.2) is
replaced by the Zinear problem

.=

t;

qAt;'

(4 .5)

then (4.3), (4.4) become, respectively

4

e =Le
4 '
and the solutions of this ODE, although increasing with t, do not blow-up
at finite time.
It is perhaps useful to point out that, for (4.5) the increase in
II t; II can be predicted from the fact that the region of absolute stability
n

of (4.1) does not intersect the imaginary axis, which contains the eigenvalues of A.
The techniques in this subsection have been expanded by Sanz-Serna

& Verwer 1984. An appendix is devoted to a study of energy growth in RungeKutta methods.
4.2. Collision of two solitons
Now

~

= -20, ~ = 80, T = 44 and the initial condition was taken to

be

~)[exp(~ic 1 x)sech(x!Ci)+exp(!ic 2 (x-o))sech((x-o)/c;)J.

g(x) =
We choose

0.5, q

= 1.0,

c

= 1.0,

= 0.1 while the parameter o
2
governing the initial location of the slower soliton was given the value

o

= 25.

a=

1

c

Again we employed a RKF package to find a value of h for which the

semidiscrete solution provided a satisfactory description of the interaction.
This value of h turned out to be h

= 0.25. Then we applied methods 0 and

2-4 and measured the errors with respect to the semidiscrete solution.
(Method 1 was discarded due to its failure in the preceding problem.)
The resu1ts, for

T

= 0.25,

T

= 0.125

are given in Table 1 and correspond
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to the L

2

2
norm in n N •
Table I

Method

0

t

2

3

4

T=0.25

8.

• 101

• 141

.283

3.306

16.

• 191

• 261

.523

3.048

24.

.439

.536

1.503

3.436

32.

.715

.803

2.572

3.555

40.

1.222

1 • 197

3.578

3.266

t

T=O .125
8.

.021

.034

.064

.038

16.

.034

.063

.1 16

.069

24.

.095

.133

.280

.155

32.

.164

.204

.706

3.082

40.

.216

.282

1.434

3.640

Methods 0 and 2 performed well. When T

= 0. 25

the CPU times f.or 176

steps were 20.9 and 12.3 seconds, respectively. For the smaller value
T = 0.125 method 0 becomes more competitive for the reason outlined before
and those times become, respectively 25.3 and 24.9 for 352 steps. Note
that the cost in method 2 is almost proportional to the number of steps.
When T = 0.25 method 0 required 934 inner iterations (applications of the
corrector) to complete 176 time steps yielding an average of 5.3 linear
systems per step. When T = 0.125 the average was 3.17 systems per time
step. The time steps corresponding to the actual collision required more
inner iterations per step than those preceding or following the collision.
Figure 2 depicts the interaction as integrated by method 0 with T = 0.125.
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FIGURE 2
The performance of the splitting methods 3 and 4 was poor as it can
be seen in the table. Figure 3 corresponds to method 4, T

= 0.125.

From

this plot we see that the large errors in the splitting methods arise from
the fact that they break the balance between nonlinearity and dispersion.
In fact in a splitting method the dispersive and nonlinear forces act suc-

cessively rather than simultaneously. The linear fractional steps act dispersively and tend to 'spread' the solution over the x-axis. This spreading
cannot be eliminated by the nonlinear fractional steps since in the latter
there is no coupling between adjacent space grid-points xj,xj+l"
From an analytic point of view we note that in the step t + t+T the
evolution given by (3.7) is replaced by successive evolutions according to
the equations

U

P(U)U,

.
U = SU,

(4.6)

. associated with
and the argument above shows that there is an error Esp 1 it
this replacement. The local error of a splitting numerical method consists

16
of the

splitting error E
. plus the local errors E ,E associated with
sp 1 l.t
1 2
the replacement of (4.6) for their numerical counterparts (i.e. the in-

dividual local errors of the fractional steps). In our situation E ,E are
1 2
not too large due to the small values employed for h,T. We refer to Leveque

& Oliger 1983 for a rigorous analysis of a similar situation.

~

·o

~~

·o

..,,
·o
~

·o

FIGURE 3
4.3. Bound states of more than one soliton
Now q = 18, :xy, = -20, XR_ = 20, T = 2.5 and the initial condition is
given by (2.6). Herbst et al. 1983 have shown this problem to be a difficult test, since the solutions develop steep spatial and temporal gradients.
Upon using the RKF code it was found that h had to be reduced to h
=

= 1/32 =

0.03125 in order that the semidiscrete solution provided a good descrip-

tion of the phenomenon studied. Only methods 0 and 2 were tested, since the
other schemes had failed in easier problems. Figures 4 and 5 correspond to
T

=

1/160 = 0.00625 and show the superiority of method O. The CPU times for
"
methods 0 and 2 were 133 and 92 seconds, respectively. In the midpoint
rule an average of five applications of the corrector per step was required.
However some steps needed as many as 10 corrections. When T was halved
(T = 1/320), method 2 was able to integrate the problem successfully. The
CPU times were then 186 and 178, respectively.
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FIGURE l}

FIGURE 5
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From the experiments in this and the preceding par~graphs, we conclude that method 2 is less accurate than method 0 and therefore would require a smaller value of T. But for small values of T method 2 is not any
longer advantageous in computational effort. Thus, in the present authors'
opinion method 0 is the best among those tested in this paper.
An explanation of the lower accuracy of the pseudo-linear midpoint
rule will now be provided. For simplicity we consider the scalar ODE
y = p(y)y,

(4. 7)

although what follows is easily extended to systems in Rd , by substituting
ordinary derivatives by Frechet derivatives. Differentiation of (4.7) yields
y = pt(y)yY + p(y)y,
y = p" (y) (y) 2y + p" (y)yY + 2p'· (y) (y) 2 + p (y)y.

For the midpoint rule the residual or truncation error
TE= y(t+T)-y(T) - Tp(![y(t+T)+y( t)J)![y(t+T)+y( t)]
is easily seen to have the expansion
I "(·)2
I
,..
I
'(·)2
TE = T3[ -24
p y y- IT.
p yy+ IT
p y -

I
IT

.. ]

PY

+ 0 ( T4) '

(4. 8)

where y is evaluated at t and p,p',p" are evaluated at y(t). For the
pseudo-linear midpoint rule the residual is given by
I
TE * = T3[ 24
pII

I I ••
I
' ( •) 2
I
.• ]
( 4)
y 2y+ ()P
yy+Tip
y -12PY+OT
•

( • )

(4. 9)

In an error analysis it is adequate to study the worst possible case,
i.e., the case where no cancellation occurs between the various terms in
(4.8)-(4.9) and then it is clear that TE is more favourable than TE * due
to the smaller coefficient in front of p')Ty. On the other hand for a given
particll"lar problem some cancellations. between terms. m~y occur and thus it is
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possible for TE * to be in some instances smaller than TE. We found experimentally this to be the case for the ODE (2.2), where method 2 was more accurate than method O. This situation should be regarded as exceptional.
Before we close this section a cormnent should be made on the possibili~
(3 • 9)
·
· Un ,Un+l satisfy
· meth od 0 • I t was noted a b ove t h at if
ty o f bl ow up in
then llunll = llun+lll so that no blow-up can take place if the nonlinear system
\

·n

(3.9) is accurately solved for U • Also note that the existence of solu.
. only guarantee d for T suitably
.
small ( Sanz-Serna
Un+l of ( 3.9 ) is
tions
1984b). If

T

is large or if the stopping criterion used in the iterative

solution of the nonlinear system is not very demanding,· it is possible that
the vector returned by the code at the end of the step possesses a norm
much larger than llUnll and this growth may lead to machine overflow. We experienced such an overflow in the integration of the bound state with
h = 0.125,

T =

0.0125. For this value of h the semidiscrete system does not

approximate accurately the theoretical solution and, in fact, the semidiscrete solution presents huge spatial and temporal gradients. In the
fourteenth time-step the maximum allowed number of corrections (twenty)
wa~

reached before the criterion of convergence of the iteration was met

(the norm of the difference between the 19th and 20th iterant was 5.0 10 -4).
The iterants in the fifteenth time-step showed no convergence whatsoever,
15
had to be regarded with
so that the vector returned by the machine as u
suspect. During the sixteenth time step overflow took place. Similar overflows have been reported by Herbst et al 1984.
It is clear that in writing codes failures in the convergence of the
inner iteration should be regarded as suggestions that the current value
of

T

is too large for the problem at hand and that a smaller

T

should be

attempted. Also note that method O, implemented in the predictor-corrector
manner described here, renders itself easily to variable-step control.
Variable steps would no doubt be essential in the integration of realistic
problems.
S. CONCLUSIONS
Five methods for the integration in time of a semidiscretization of
the non1inear Schroedinger equation have been

extens~vely

tested. Three of
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them (a partly explicit scheme and two splitting procedures) have been found
to perform poorly and the reasons for their failures have been analysed. Our
analysis has included a detailed investigation of an instance of the socalled nonlinear blow-up.
From a more general point of view, the experiments in this paper throw
light into the advantages and drawbacks associated with the use of timeintegrators which conserve energy exactly (cf. Morton 1977, Sanz-Serna 1982,
Sanz-Serna l984b, Sanz-Serna & Manoranjan 1983, Verwer & Dekker 1983,
Delfour et al. 1981). From the experience gained in this paper and those by
Herbst et al. 1984 and

Sanz~Serna

& Christie 1984, the following conclusions

appear to emerge.
i) Exact conservation does not necessarily guarantee the success of a method
as exemplified by the splitting schemes considered in this paper. These are
conservative and 'a priori' could have been regarded as 'sound' and yet
in practice performed poorly. Likewise, Sanz-Serna & Christie 1984 report
that a modification of the Crank-Nicholson scheme so as to render it conservative resulted in a decrease in the accuracy.
ii) Lack of exact conservation may lead to the undesirable nonlinear blow-up
(Morton 1977) as shown by method I in this paper. However the energy growth
in this method could have been forecast by an analysis of the usual (linear)

region of stability of the method (Section 4.1).
iii) There are useful numerical schemes which perform in a very stable way
and yet do not conserve energy exactly. See, among others, the experiments
in Herbst et al. 1984 and Sanz-Serna & Christie 1984.
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APPENDIX
Consider the system of ODEs
y' = f(y), y(O) = n,

(1)

where f: Rn +Rn , is such that for all v
v

T

E

E.n

f (v) = 0,

(2)

leading to the conservation lly(t)ll 2 =constant for the solutions of (1).
Assume that a step of length T of a second-order Runge-Kutta method is
applied to (1) yielding a vector y • Then, it is well known that the
1
(local) error y -y(T) has an expansion
1
3

4

y -y(T) = T (SJJf(n)+ yH(f(n),f(n)))+O(T ),
1

(3)

where S and y depend only on the coefficients of the method, J is the
Jacobian matrix of f evaluated at

n,

and H(v;v) denotes the second Frechet

derivative of f, evaluated at n and acting on v. Upon transferring y(T) to
the r.h.s. and squaring both sides (3) becomes

(4)
where we have taken into account that lly(T)ll

2

= lly(O)ll

2

and that

y(T) = y(O) + O(T). Two differentiations of (2) show, after some manipulation, that (4) can be rewritten as

3
We conclude that second order RK-methods yield an 0(T ) increase in energy
per step unless

e+

2y =

o.

Among the explicit, two stage procedures, this relation is satisfied only
for the method with array

. 24
0

0

ti
(Improved Euler method in the terminology of Lambert 1973 p.119.) The system

=

(4.2) is special, in that its s.olutions satisfy yTy
0. Thus the method
4
(4.1) exhibits a 0(T ) growth per step when applied to (4.2), but a larger
3
0(T ) growth when applied to more general conservative problems.

Dekker & Verwer 1983 point out that for a general RK-method with
array

b

s

the increase in energy is given by
s
=

I
i,j=l

m ••

l.J

T
l. J

k.k.,

m•• = b.a .. + b.a .. - b.b.
l.J

l. l.J

J J l.

l. J

where the k. are the 'slopes'
l.

s

k.

l.

=

f(n+T

l

j=I

a .. k.),
l.J J

i = l(l)s.

Thus the method is conservative if and only if the matrix M with entries m..
l.J

reduces to; the null matrix. This condition is satisfied for Gaussian methods
including the midpoint rule (Dekker & Verwer 1984). More generally the
conservation properties of the method depend only on M.

